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ABSTRACT In the last years, low pressure ozone UVC mercury germicidal lamps have been widely used
to decontaminate air, surfaces, and water. This technology is mature, and it has been widely used during the
pandemic as ameasure against SARS-CoV-2, the coronavirus that causes COVID-19; because the exposure of
this virus to the wavelength wave of 254 nm has been proven to be an effective way to eliminate it. However,
the Minamata Convention in 2013 decided to limit mercury lamps by 2020; therefore, the development of
new technology devices based on UVC-LEDs (short-wave ultraviolet, light-emitting diodes) are receiving
a lot of attention. Today, this technology is commercially available from 265 to 300 nm peak wavelengths,
and recently up to 254 nm. Notwithstanding, due to the characteristics of these LEDs, arrangements with a
precisely dosed power supply are regularly required to provide effective decontamination. Thus, this article
reports the design and implementation of a power electronic converter for an array of 254 nm UVC-LEDs,
which can be used to decontaminate from SARS-CoV-2 in a safe way.

INDEX TERMS Control engineering, dc-dc power converters, LED lamps, ultraviolet sources.

I. INTRODUCTION
A germicidal lamp produces short-wave ultraviolet (UVC)
light within the 200 to 300 nm range [1]. Until a few years
ago, there was only commercially-used low-pressure mer-
cury (LPM) and medium-pressure mercury (MPM) lamps to
produce UVC light. An LPM lamp can have an average wave-
length of either 185 nm or 254 nm, and it is used to destroy
algae, bacteria, fungi, protozoa, and viruses [2]. On the other
hand, an MPM has a broad range of 200-600 nm, and it is
mainly used for water and surface treatment and advanced
oxidation [3]. For those interested in ultraviolet germicidal
irradiation, more information can be found in [4].

Some examples of power electronic converters (PECs)
developed to drive LPM and MPM lamps can be found
in [5]–[9]; such technology is mature, and it has been used
widely during the pandemic. For instance, the usage of mer-
cury UVC LPM lamps against COVID-19 and others are
listed to follow: application of 0.6–1.0 J/cm2 of UVC dose for
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disposable N95 respirators [10]; safety of N95 masks [11];
mobile ‘‘tower’’ disinfection device [12]; UVC steriliza-
tion of personal protective equipment [13]; disinfection
rooms [14].

However, in the Minamata convention on mercury in 2013,
a United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), was
arranged to forbid, by 2020, mercury-containing merchan-
dises for the well-being of human and environmental health.
Nevertheless, mercury UVC lamps are still used for ultravi-
olet germicidal irradiation (UVGI) systems, and there is still
incipient research on replacing them with UVC-LEDs [15].
In 2014, the first deep ultraviolet light-emitting diodes (DUV
LEDs) were brought to the market. Early developments were
done by Isamu Akasaki and Hiroshi Amano, who had been
awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in December 2014 [16].
UVC-LEDs are monochromatic and available in multiple
wavelengths within the germicidal range to attack the invad-
ing pathogen, i.e., 255, 265, 275 nm, among others [17].

Today, UVC-LEDs are used in biomedicine, curing, instru-
mentation, and purification [18]. In this work, a brief review
of the state of the art on germicidal UVC-LEDs will follow.
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An UV LED module, composed of forty 265 nm
UVC-LEDs plus a silica lens array, a driver for PWM control,
and constant current regulation was reported in [19]. The
system was evaluated on controlling four kinds of bacteria
and one yeast, for two distances (10mm, 100mm) and several
exposure times (0 s, 30 s, 60 s, 300 s, and 600 s). The system
was able to fully pasteurize the overall bacteria at 600 s at both
distances, but it failed for yeast. To overcome this limitation,
authors recommended: increasing the exposure time, using an
array of different UVC wavelengths or improving the silica
lens.

An UVC-LEDs disinfection system for mycobacterium
tuberculosis was reported in [20]. Ten Crystal IS’s LEDs of
different wavelengths were selected and evaluated to design
the proposed system. Results regarding UV flux versus con-
sumed current, wavelength spectral distribution, and disinfec-
tion rate at two humidity levels were reported. Unfortunately,
no information about PEC used to drive the UVC-LEDs was
reported.

The use of an UVC-LED array in a chamber-type air
disinfection system was reported in [21]. In this article,
the inactivation of aerosolized viruses, bacteria, and fungi
was studied. Sixteen UVC-LED package chips from LG
Innotek Co. were connected and arrayed linearly on printed
circuit boards (PCBs). A distance of 11 mm between
UVC-LEDs was given, and 40 mm of blank space on both
sides was provided for cooling; 12 V, 1.6 A were applied
to the UVC-LED array. Authors concluded that UVC-LED
can effectively inactivate microorganisms regardless of taxo-
nomic classification, and it can substitute conventional mer-
cury UV lamps. Unfortunately, no information about the used
PEC was reported.

A wearable device based on an adjustable UVC-LED
lamp, a camera, and a mobile application for onychomyco-
sis treatment was reported in [22]; unfortunately, no further
details about this design was found in the major databases.
An array of threeUVC-LEDmanufactured by Seoul VIOSYS
(CA3535-CUD7GF1A) was used to develop a germicidal
system in [23]. The system comprised three sections: an
automatic constant current control module, an automatic elec-
tric power control module, and an automatic power control
module. Irradiation experiments were done for three types of
bacteria (Acinetobacter baumannii, Staphylococcus aureus,
and Escherichia coli). Different inputs (illumination height,
illumination time, temperature, and strain concentration),
and different outputs (sterilization dose, sterilization residual
amount and dose distribution, optimal sterilization distance,
sterilization shortest time, sterilization mortality rate, steril-
ization parameter factor optimal configuration, and minimum
bactericidal dose) were reported. The system was able to
eliminate the bacteria, but no information about the developed
PEC was reported.

An interesting comparison between performance of pulsed
and continuous UVC-LED for the E. coli bacteria inacti-
vation was reported in [24]. It was also reported that both
techniques provide similar inactivation efficiency. However,

it was noticed that an increment of ambient temperature
and driving current in the UVC-LED increased the solder
temperature, which had a negative impact on the wavelength,
optical power and irradiance. Therefore, an accurate fre-
quency and a specific duty cycle to drive UVC-LEDs was
suggested. Unfortunately, a Yokogawa S610 programmable
voltage/current source was used as a power source, and the
PEC design was omitted.

UVC-LEDs within the 200-280 nm range for disin-
fection of Bacillus species and their tetracycline resistant
gene (TRG) in water was reported in [25]. Results indicated
that UVC-LEDs were able to inactivate TRB and inhibit TRG
at 268 nmwavelength. But, once again, information about the
PEC used to drive the UVC-LED arrangement was not given.
A comparison between UVC-LEDs and conventional UVGI
system was reported in [14] for room air disinfection. Ten
UVC-LEDs (Klaran series, Crystal IS Inc.) with a wavelength
of 254 nmwere arranged in a 5×2matrix with a rated voltage
and current of 9 V and 3.5 A, respectively. The UVC-LED
systemwas tested with three different bacteria, different input
currents (irradiation levels), different times, and continuous
currents. A linear relationship between the input current and
intensity was found up to 43% of the rated current, after
this level, no significant changes in intensity was reported
even with an increment of the input current. The UVC-LEDs
were able to reduce the indoor microbial concentration but,
according to the authors, this minimization varies depending
on the bacteria type. Again, information about the used PEC
to drive the UVC-LED was not reported.

To summarize the above paragraphs, low pressure mercury
lamps are expected to be discontinued soon, and UVC-LEDs
are an environmentally friendly replacement. However, to the
best authors’ knowledge, onlymarginal information about the
power electronic converters and controllers designed for an
array of UVC-LEDs has been reported.

Therefore, this article proposes a C̀uk converter as a main
power source for this kind of application. Section II reports
the general consideration to design the PEC, in this work
a deep ultraviolet light-emitting diode with peak emission
wavelengths from 250 nm to 260 nm (CUD5GF1B) from
SEOUL VIOSYS as a main UVC-LED was chosen. Prac-
tical results in an array of 5 × 2 matrix are reported in
Section III. It is necessary to mention that the above parame-
ters influence the UVC-LED wavelength, efficiency and the
relative spectral power. In Section IV, a discussion about
recent reports regarding UVC-LED technology is provided.
Likewise, applications of the proposal to different UVC-LED
wavelengths are also included. Finally, a summary of the
proposed system and future research directions are given in
the final section of this manuscript.

II. CONVERTER DESIGN
A. PRELIMINARIES
UVC-LEDs have characteristics in common with LEDs, i.e.:
nominal DC current, varying voltage depending on the LED
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arrangement, and being are environmentally friendly [26].
Today, it can be found in literature, linear power regulators
or several PECs, which can be applied to UVC-LEDs, for
instance: non-isolated/isolated, unidirectional/bidirectional,
voltage-fed/current-fed, hard switched/soft switched, and
minimum/non-minimum phase controller configuration.
An interesting review about step up converters can be found
in [27], but this conclusion can be extended to step-down
or step-up and down converters. The selection of a PEC
for an UVC-LEDs array is based on several factors, includ-
ing: complexity, cost, efficiency, integration, power density,
power level, weight, and reliability [28]. Additionally, LEDs
limitations are: lifetime expectation in terms of tempera-
ture, addition of devices not as reliable as LEDs; and it
is expected that PECs applied to UVC-LEDs would have
similar characteristics. For instance, an isolated PEC design
for a LEDs lamp is reported in [29]. A comparison of PECs
for UVC-LEDs based on the previous paragraphs is out of the
scope of this article, and to the best knowledge of the authors,
it is open for researching. In this article, a two-stage PEC
configuration was selected: a typical AC/DC rectifier with
power factor correction (PFC), and a lamp driver as shown
in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. Two stage AC, UVC-LED driver.

The first stage consists of a conventional EMI filter, a rec-
tifier, a power factor corrector, and a capacitor. For this stage,
a commercial 15 W AC/DC power supply was selected:
PSA15R-480P6-R, 90-254 VAC input voltage, and 48 V
output voltage. The second stage consists of a Ćuk converter
operating in continuous conduction mode (CCM) [30], [31].
The latter was selected because the input and output cur-
rents are continuous (compared to other topologies, such as:
BUCK/BOOST, SEPIC or ZETA), which reduces the EMI
filter requirements, the switching stress, among other charac-
teristics. Details about the mathematical model, steady-state
and design equations of the Ćuk converter can be found in
Appendix A.

B. COMPONENT SELECTION
The selected UVC-LED CUD5GF1B, according with its
datasheet, has an adequately operating point at 100 mA at
7.5 V [32]. The proposed array is composed by ten LEDs
connected in series; this means, a voltage of 75 V will be
required. On the other hand, for the Ćuk converter (Fig. 2),

FIGURE 2. Ćuk converter.

an input voltage of 48 V has been proposed. As can be
seen, the LED array current is measured with a current-sense
resistor Rsense.

Therefore, the following design parameters must be con-
sidered: input voltage: Vg = 48 V, voltage of the LED
array: Vq = 75 V, LED array’s power consumption: Pq =
7.5 W, current of the LED array: Iq = 100 mA, equiva-
lent resistance of the LED array: Rq = Vq/Iq = 750 �,
current-sense resistor: Rsense = 5.6 �, voltage across the
current-sense resistor: Vsense = RsenseIq = 560 mV, total load
resistance: Ro = Rq + Rsense = 755.6 �, output voltage:
|Vo| = |VC2 | = Vq + Vsense, and switching frequency: fsw =
200 kHz. In the case ofRsense, this resistor does not drastically
increase the value of Ro, so that both the overall efficiency is
not compromised and the voltage drop across Rsense is appro-
priate for the control scheme. Assuming ideal components in
the PEC, the corresponding duty cycle can be calculated as
follows:

D =
|Vo|

|Vo| + Vg
=

75.56
75.56+ 48

= 0.6115 (1)

Likewise, according to ‘‘(25)’’ and considering the design
parameters, steady-state values of the PEC will be:

EX =


IL1
IL2
VC1

VC2

 =

157.42 mA

−100 mA

123.56 V

−75.56 V


As can be seen, the inductor currents are considerably

small and for that reason, commercial-SMD inductors can be
used in the converter. The next design step is to determine the
value of inductors and capacitors considering the following
current and voltage ripple specifications:

• Inductor 1 - Current ripple:
11 = 0.15IL1 = 23.61 mA

• Inductor 2 - Current ripple:
12 = 0.15IL1 = −15 mA

• Capacitor 1 - Voltage ripple:
δ1 = 0.05VC1 = 6.178 V

• Capacitor 2 - Voltage ripple:
δ2 = 0.0015VC2 = −113.34 mV
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Thus, the inductors and capacitors values can be calculated
as follows ‘‘(26)’’-‘‘(29)’’:

L1 =
VgD

211 fsw
=

(48)(0.6115)
(2)(0.02361)(200× 103)

= 3.1 mH

L2 = −
VgD

212 fsw
=

−(48)(0.6115)
(2)(−0.015)(200× 103)

= 4.89 mH

C1 = −
IL2D
2δ1 fsw

= −
(−0.1)(0.6115)

(2)(6.178)(200× 103)
= 24.74 nF

C2 =
12

8fswδ2
=

−0.015
(8)(200× 103)(−0.11334)

= 82.71 nF

For the inductors, in order to have a single part num-
ber, both inductances would be equal to 4.7 mH. The fixed
inductor MSS1210-475KED is a part number from Coilcraft,
with an inductance of 4.7 mH ± 10%, 490 mA and a typ-
ical series resistance of 3.34 �. In the case of the capaci-
tor C1, the capacitance has been established in 22 nF. Thus,
the selected commercial number is C1206C223JAGACTU.
This capacitor can handle a maximum DC voltage of 250 V,
with a 5% tolerance and a negligible ESR. Capacitor C2
would be set to 100 nF. The selected part number is C3216×
7R2E104K. Likewise, the selected switch is a MOSFET
IPN60R360P7SATMA1 from Infineon Technologies. This
device can handle a maximum drain-source voltage of 650 V
and a continuous drain current of 9 A (at 25◦C); also, it has
360 m� resistance when it is turned on. Finally, for the diode,
a BAV21W-E3-08 form Vishay Technologies was selected.
The forward voltage of this diode, VD is equal to 1 V. There-
fore, once the passive and active devices have been selected,
the parasitic elements will be:

RL1 = RL2 = 3.34�
RC1 = 0�
Ron = 0.36�
VD = 1V

Considering these non-ideal parameters and solving for
the ‘‘real’’ duty cycle, it increases slightly to 0.61883. Thus,
solving numerically ‘‘(23)’’, it yields to:

EX =


IL1
IL2
VC1

VC2

 =


162.35 mA
−100 mA

123.35175 V
−75.56 V


Comparing the ideal solution with the ‘‘real’’ solution,

it can be seen that there is not too much difference in the
steady-state values. On the other hand, the vector EJ ‘‘(31)’’
will be:

EJ =


124.25731
−124.25731
−0.26235

0


These two vectors will be useful to properly determine the

controller of the PEC.

C. CONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT
Evaluating the 4th-order transfer function of ‘‘(34)’’, it yields
to:

V̂sense(s)

d̂(s)
=

b2s2 + b1s+ b0
a4s4 + a3s3 + a2s2 + a1s+ a0

(2)

where the numerical coefficients are:

b2 = −7.195× 10−8

b1 = 0.004222

b0 = −261.9

a4 = 3.672× 10−17

a3 = 5.417× 10−13

a2 = 2.665× 10−7

a1 = 0.002692

a0 = 111.8

Fig. 3 shows the closed control loop scheme proposed for
the Ćuk converter. Due to the change of polarity of the output
voltage, it is necessary to add an inverter voltage with unitary
gain. The transfer functionH (s) is an optional low-pass filter,
which can be added to minimize the high-frequency voltage
ripple in the feedbacked signal, F(s) represents the transfer
function of a ‘‘soft-start’’ stage, Gc(s) the controller transfer
function, and V ∗sense the voltage reference that determines the
desired voltage across the current-sense resistor.

FIGURE 3. Control loop scheme.

In addition, in the control scheme VM is the amplitude of
the sawtooth signal, generated by the PWMmodulator inside
the TL494, which has a value of 3 V. Thus, it is possible
to determine the ‘‘loop gain’’, which can be defined as the
products of the gains around the forward and feedback paths
of the loop [33].

T (s) = −1
V̂sense(s)

d̂(s)
H (s)

1
VM

Gc(s) (3)

Initially, the controller Gc(s) will be equal to 1, it means,
there will not be any type of control action with the aim of
determine the stability characteristics of the PEC: the phase
and gain margins. Evaluating T (s) without a controller and
without filtering (H (s) = 1):

Tuncomp(s) =
c2s2 + c1s+ c0

a4s4 + a3s3 + a2s2 + a1s+ a0
(4)

where the numerical coefficients are:

c2 = 2.398× 10−8
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c1 = −0.001407

c0 = 87.29

Fig. 4 shows the Bode diagram of the uncompensated
loop gain Tuncomp(s). As can be observed, the PEC without
controller has a phase margin of 150◦ and a gain margin
of 3.96 dB. In order to assure the zero steady-state error,
an integral action must be added at low frequency. Thus,
an inverted zero can be used (PI-controller) ‘‘(5)’’:

Gc(s) = Kz
s+ ωz
s

(5)

FIGURE 4. Bode diagram of Tuncomp(s).

By selecting Kz = 0.25 and ωz = 19000 rad/s, and
computing again ‘‘(3)’’, the compensated loop gain Tcomp(s)
will be:

Tcomp(s) =
d3s3 + d2s2 + d1s+ d0

s
(
a4s4 + a3s3 + a2s2 + a1s+ a0

) (6)

with:

d3 = 5.996× 10−9

d2 = −0.0002379

d1 = 15.14

d0 = 4.146× 105

Thus, the gain margin will be 7.89 dB and the phase
margin 92.4◦, as shown in Fig. 5. Likewise, the crossover
frequency fc occurs at 621 Hz. For this type of application,
it is not necessary to have a large bandwidth because the load
does not change drastically. Finally, Fig. 6 shows the physical
implementation of the proposed system. As can be seen,
the Ćuk converter has dimensions of 5 × 3 cm. In addition,
the schematic of this PEC can be consulted in Appendix B.

FIGURE 5. Bode diagram of Tcomp(s).

FIGURE 6. Practical converter, top and bottom views.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. 7 provides the results obtained from soft-start. As shown
in this figure, the system achieves steady state in less than two
seconds, which is more than enough for the lamp application.
It can be also noted that the system provides the rated current
of 100 mA at approximately 68 V. This is an unexpected
outcome because the manufacturer’s datasheet reported a
rated voltage per UVC-LED of 7.5 V (total voltage of 75 V).
Because LEDs are constant current devices, the reference
voltage V ∗sense was adjusted to achieve the rated current and
avoiding damaging the UVC-LEDs array. It is important to
note that during shutdown, the Ćuk converter evades a possi-
ble leakage current through the LEDs because the system is
not directly connected to ground.

On the other hand, Fig. 8 shows the transistor and diode
voltages during transitions. These results are in line with
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FIGURE 7. Soft-start.

FIGURE 8. Transistor and diode voltages.

those reported in previous studies, where the turn on/off com-
mutation behaves as expected. In addition, by analyzing these
waveforms, it can be observed that the PEC is operating in
CCM, despite the fact of the unexpected outcome previously
mentioned.

Fig. 9 displays the steady-state currents through
inductors L1 and L2, with average values of 164.46 mA
and −106.54 mA, respectively. These values slightly differ
with those obtained in the design stage. Similarly, Fig. 10
shows the input and output voltages, vg and vC2 , respectively.
The first one has a nominal average value of 48 V, while
the second one, an average value of−67.7 V (considering the
polarity shown in Fig. 15). Finally, the total current demanded
by the whole circuit (including the power and control stages)
and the LED array current are shown in Fig. 11. Indeed,
the practical efficiency can be also calculated from these
figures. The power-stage would have an efficiency of:

ηĆuk =
−VC2 × Iq
IL1 × Vg

=
(67.7) (0.10691)
(0.16446) (48)

= 0.9169 (7)

FIGURE 9. Steady-state inductor currents.

FIGURE 10. Steady-state input and output voltages.

Likewise, the overall efficiency of the designed circuit
would be:

ηtotal =
−VC2 × Iq
Iin × Vg

=
(67.7) (0.10691)
(0.18046) (48)

= 0.8355 (8)

It is important to notice that this last efficiency can be
considered low compared to high power density PEC. The
main reason for this is because the control-stage and the
driver-stage of the PEC requires a voltage of ±12 V to
operate. For that purpose, a commercial low power DC/DC
converter was used, as can be seen in Fig. 6. Notwithstanding,
the efficiency of the power-stage is considerably high (taking
into account the parasitic elements and the high-switching
frequency). Finally, a thermal capture is used to illustrate how
the proposed design behaves on steady state (Fig. 12).

IV. GERMICIDAL PROPERTIES
As mentioned above, the main motivations to develop
germicidal UVC-LED lamps are based on two aims:
firstly, the Minamata convention agreements, and recently,
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FIGURE 11. Steady-state input and output currents.

FIGURE 12. Ćuk converter - Thermal capture.

the SARS-CoV-2. According to [10], the literature supports
that UVC exposures of 1 J/cm2 are capable of decontaminat-
ing influenza virus and SARS-CoV-2 in N95 filter mask respi-
rators. Additionally, research has shown that exposures as low
as 2-5 mJ/cm2 are capable of inactivating coronaviruses on
surfaces. The UVC dose is calculated based on the standard
method for mathematical modeling of UV-light using the
following equation [34]:

UVdose

(
J
cm2

)
= Irradiance

(
W
cm2

)
× Time(s) (9)

FIGURE 13. UVC-LED array and emitting tests.

FIGURE 14. Irradiation experimental results.

where UVdose is the radiation dose required in Joules per
square centimeter, Irradiance is the radiation emitted by
the source in Watts per square centimeter, and Time is the
time in seconds required to eliminate the virus. Fig. 13a)
shows the arrangement of 10 UVC-LEDs of the type
CUD5GF1B from the company SEOULVIOSYS. This array
of LEDs is mounted on a 130 × 30 mm heat sink from
the Wakefield-Vette brand. Fig. 13b) shows the UVC-LED
sensor (top) evaluating the irradiation at 0.5 cm from the
UVC-LED. The sensing module is a GUVC-T10GM-LA of
the Genicom Co., Ltd. brand, which is capable of measuring
from 0 to 20 mW/cm2 and produces a linear output from 0 to
5 V. In addition, Fig. 14 shows the irradiation curve evaluated
to one UVC-LED. The developed prototype delivers a max-
imum radiation power of 2 mW/cm2 at 0.5 cm and drops to
0.2 mW/cm2 at 2.5 cm.
Applying ‘‘(9)’’ to the developed prototype, it would be

necessary to expose the SARS-CoV-2, at 0.5 cm, 500 sec-
onds to the UVC-LED system developed to eliminate it.
Please note that the exposure time will vary depending on the
distance between the emitting UVC-LED and the receiving
entity. It is important to mention that the reported system
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behaves similarly to the system developed by researchers
at the Ferdinand Braun Institute in Germany and the Tech-
nical University of Berlin [35]. Accordingly, with authors,
the system contains a matrix of 118 UVC-LEDs spread over
an area of 64 cm2 and emitting UVC light at a wavelength
of around 230 nm. The configuration provides a maximum
irradiance power of 0.2 mW/cm2 over an area of 36 cm2,
with 90% uniformity. Applying ‘‘(9)’’ to reported data [35],
one would need to expose SARS-CoV-2, 500 seconds to the
UVC-LED system to eliminate it, which agrees with calcula-
tion of the proposed system. Today, international efforts are
ongoing to test different UVC-LED wavelengths, time and
distance to eliminate the SARS-CoV-2. Future applications
of the developed systems include water, surfaces, and air
decontamination, as well as chamber air disinfection systems,
among others. At the beginning of this research, tests reported
in the literature showed that ozone-based germicidal lamps
with a wavelength of 254 nm eliminate SARS-CoV-2.

However, it has been recently reported that other UVwave-
lengths can deactivate the virus. For instance, a new study
published in June 2020 by researchers from the Columbia
University Irving Medical Center reported that more than
99.9% of seasonal coronaviruses, present in air droplets,
died when exposed to distant UVC-light (222 nm) [36].
In addition, a study published in July 2020, by researchers
from the Nikkiso company in Tokyo Japan [37], reported that
a 280±5 nmwavelength deep ultraviolet light-emitting diode
(DUV LED) rapidly inactivates the SARS-CoV-2 obtained
from a patient with COVID-19. It was not reported in the
original manuscript specifications regarding this DUV, but
after research, it was found that it agrees to a VPS 164-280
second generation, which has a wavelength of 280±5 nm,
500 mA, 40 mW, 6 V. This DUV LED is a miniature surface
mount (SMD) device in a 3.5 mm square package [38].

Likewise, another study published in July 2020 [39],
reported that an array of five LEDs with a maximum wave-
length of 343±3 nm placed 1 cm above the plate inactivated
various pathogens, including coronavirus-229E. Once again,
a quick research was done to determine the DUV’s character-
istics, and it was found that it corresponds to a CUD4AF1B,
which has a wavelength of 343±3 nm, 700 mA, 55 mW,
4.3 V. This DUV LED is a miniature surface mount (SMD)
device in a 6.35 × 6.355×1.8 mm package [40]. It can be
noticed from [32], [38] and [40] similar characteristics in
power consumption, voltage, and current from the different
UV LED wavelengths. Indeed, only the optical output power
significantly varies from 7 mW to 55 mW. Table 1 summa-
rizes data for the Ćuk converter design reported in this article
and extended to these different UVC-LED arrays.

V. CONCLUSION
This article provides a step-by-step modeling, design, and
implementation of a Ćuk converter as a main source to supply
a UVC-LEDs lamp. The converter works in CCM supply-
ing continuous input and output current to reduce switching
stress. Practical results of the converter and performance

TABLE 1. Application of Ćuk Converter for different UV LEDs.

evaluations during different tests are also reported. Addition-
ally, experimental evaluation of the UVC dose is calculated
based on the standard method for mathematical modeling of
UV-light. This latter is an essential parameter to measure
the effectiveness of decontaminating several entities from
SARS-CoV-2 in a safe and easy way. Finally, the extension
of this converter to other UV LED arrangements proven to
deactivate different viruses is also given.

APPENDIX A
Ćuk CONVERTER MODELLING
With the aim of obtaining a very precise mathematical
description of the proposed PEC, the state-space averaging
technique was used. This mathematical tool approximates a
variable structure system (which naturally is a non-linear sys-
tem) to a continuous-time linear system, with the advantage
of a formal mathematical notation. It is straightforward to
determine voltage and currents in steady-state and finding the
transfer functions that describe the dynamic behavior of the
converter [41].

Particularly, for the Ćuk converter the state vector Ex(t) has
four variables: two for the inductor currents (iL1 and iL2 ) and
two for the capacitor voltages (vC1 and vC2 ) ‘‘(10)’’. On the
other hand, the input vector Eu(t), will have two variables:
the input voltage vg(t) and the nominal forward voltage of
the diode VD ‘‘(11)’’. Also, for this application, the converter
will be operating in CCM, that means, inductor currents
will be different from zero along the two operating intervals
depending on the state of the main switch: ton and toff .

Ex(t) =


iL1 (t)
iL2 (t)
vC1 (t)
vC2 (t)

 (10)

Eu(t) =
[
vg(t)
VD

]
(11)
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In addition, the system’s constants matrix needs to be
defined as follows:

K =


L1 0 0 0
0 L2 0 0
0 0 C1 0
0 0 0 C2

 (12)

As can be seen, this matrix includes the values of induc-
tances and capacitances of the proposed converter.

A. ton INTERVAL
The equivalent circuit of the converter in ton interval is shown
in Fig. 15. Analyzing the converter in this interval, the follow-
ing state-space equation is obtained:

K
d
dt
Ex(t) = A1Ex(t)+ B1Eu(t) (13)

FIGURE 15. Ćuk converter, ton interval.

where the state matrix A1 and the input matrix B1 are:

A1 =


α1 Ron 0 0
Ron β1 −1 −1
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 −

1
Ro

 (14)

B1 =


1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

 (15)

with α1 = −RL1 − Ron and β1 = −Ron − RL2 − RC1 .

B. toff INTERVAL
Fig. 16 shows the equivalent circuit of the Ćuk converter in
toff interval. Analyzing the converter in this interval, the fol-
lowing state-space equation is obtained:

K
d
dt
Ex(t) = A2Ex(t)+ B2Eu(t) (16)

where the state matrix A2 and the input matrix B2 are:

A2 =


−RL1 − RC1 0 −1 0

0 −RL2 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 −

1
Ro

 (17)

B2 =


1 −1
0 1
0 0
0 0

 (18)

FIGURE 16. Ćuk converter, toff interval.

C. AVERAGED MODEL
Once the state-space equation of each interval has been
obtained ‘‘(13)’’ and ‘‘(16)’’, it is possible to combine them
in an averaged state-space equation:

K
d
dt
Ex(t) = APEx(t)+ BPEu(t) (19)

where matrices AP and BP can be determined as follows:

AP = A1D+ A2 (1− D)

BP = B1D+ B2 (1− D) (20)

with the variable D as the steady-state duty cycle. Replacing
matrices A1, A2, B1, and B2 in the previous equations, the fol-
lowing averaged matrices are obtained:

AP =


αP DRon D− 1 0
DRon βP −D −1
1-D D 0 0
0 1 0 −

1
Ro

 (21)

BP =


1 D− 1
0 1− D
0 0
0 0

 (22)

with αP = DRC1 − RL1 − DRon − RC1 and βP = −RL2 −
DRon − DRC1 .

D. STEADY-STATE SOLUTION AND DESIGN EQUATIONS
From the averaged model ‘‘(19)’’ it is possible to determine
the steady-state solution as follows [33]:

EX = −A−1P BP EU =
[
IL1 IL2 VC1 VC2

]T (23)

Due to the parasitic elements, the analytical solution of
this equation can be large and complex. Notwithstanding,
the numeric solution can be computed easily. For design pur-
poses, the first approach needs to be donewith ideal elements,
that means, all the parasitic elements will be considered equal
to zero: {

RL1 = RL2 = RC1 = Ron = 0�
VD = 0V

(24)
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Solving ‘‘(23)’’ with the previous considerations, the ideal
solution is given by:

EX =



Vg
Ro

(
D

1− D

)2

−
Vg
Ro

(
D

1− D

)
Vg

(
1

1− D

)
−Vg

(
D

1− D

)


(25)

Likewise, by using current and voltage equations (either
the equations of ton or toff ), design equations can be derived.
These equations will be in function of the operating point,
the current and voltage ripples on each inductor and capacitor,
respectively, and they can be used to determine the induc-
tances and capacitances that assure the CCM operation in the
PEC ‘‘(26)’’-‘‘(29)’’:

L1 =
VgD

211fsw
(26)

L2 = −
VgD

212fsw
(27)

C1 = −
IL2D
2δ1fsw

(28)

C2 =
12

8fswδ2
(29)

where 11 is the current ripple in L1, 12 the current ripple
in L2, δ1 the voltage ripple in C1, δ2 the voltage ripple in C2,
and fsw the switching frequency.

E. SMALL SIGNAL MODEL
From the obtained averaged state-space model of the Ćuk
converter ‘‘(19)’’, a ‘‘perturbed’’ model can be derived. This
new model can describe the system’s dynamic under small
AC perturbations in the state variables, input variables, and
control signal. Thus, this model is given by the next equation:

K
d
dt
x̂(t) = APx̂(t)+ BPû(t)+ EJ d̂(t) (30)

where the vector EJ is a vector that depends on the operating
point and can be calculated as follows:

EJ = (A1 − A2) EX + (B1 − B2) EU (31)

Applying the Laplace Transform to ‘‘(30)’’, it yields to:

sKX̂ (s) = APX̂ (s)+ BPÛ (s)+ EJ d̂(s) (32)

Neglecting the ‘‘perturbed’’ input vector Û (s), the control-
to-output transfer functions can be obtained:

X̂ (s)

d̂(s)
= (sK − AP)−1 EJ

=

[
ÎL1 (s)

d̂(s)

ÎL2 (s)

d̂(s)

V̂C1 (s)

d̂(s)

V̂C2 (s)

d̂(s)

]T
(33)

FIGURE 17. Power and driver stages.

FIGURE 18. Control-stage.

FIGURE 19. Power supply.

Finally, the transfer function needed to operate the Ćuk
converter (for this application) under a closed-loop control
scheme will be:

V̂sense(s)

d̂(s)
=
Rsense
Ro

V̂C2 (s)

d̂(s)
(34)

where Rsense is the current-sense resistor (Fig. 2).

APPENDIX B
PEC SCHEMATIC
With the aim that this work can be reproduced by other
researchers, the schematic diagram of the PEC is shown in
this appendix. In Fig. 17, the power and driver stages are
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depicted; Fig. 18 shows the control-stage implemented with a
TL494; and finally, Fig. 19 shows the power supply of±12 V.
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